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BACKGROUND
My father, a recognized painter named Béla Abodi Nagy moved to my house in Budapest in
the spring of 2008 due to his advanced age, broken health and loneliness in Kolozsvár (Cluj). He
passed away on 9 December 2012, at the age of 95, in our Budapest home. He was buried in
Kolozsvár (Cluj) next to his late wife, Klára Éva Teutsch in the family graveyard inside the Hazsongard
cemetery.

Kolozsvár, Házsongárd Cemetery, graveyard of Abodi

Observation dossiers (D.U.I.) took over in behalf of Abodi

(More details about Abodi Nagy Béla’s work : http://www.abodi.hu/; http://www.abodi.org/;
https://hu.wikipedia.org/wiki/Abodi_Nagy_B%C3%A9la;
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/B%C3%A9la_Nagy_Abodi; https://www.facebook.com/pages/AbodiNagy-B%C3%A9la/260009680710734; etc.)
In January 2014, I submitted my request to the independent administrative authority, the
CNSAS (National Council for the Study of Securitate Archives, established in the law adopted by
Romanian Parliament and seated in Bucharest) , having regard to the fact that my father was chased,
harassed, observed and accused by the Rumanian Securitate since decades. My request was to
release the full material in the disposition of the political secret agency of the Romanian autocratic
regime on my father, the painter, university teacher and Hungarian public figure of Transylvanian
origin. 1
On 11 July 2013, the CNSAS notified me that 'having conducted necessary controls, retrieval
and processing', the so called 'surveillance dossier' ('dosar de urmarire') of my father was identified.
The documents relating to Béla Abodi Nagy that they were able to find (or disclose) encompassed
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At the same time I requested the issuance of Securitate documents on me as well (I lived in Romania until
1988 in my hometown, Cluj). Part of the material on me was found: 2 volumes of ‘dosar de urmarire’ and 1
volume of materials from the passport department of Securitate.
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approx. 3000 pages and 8 volumes. 2 I was given this heavy package in April 2014, at the
Headquarters of the Committee in Bucharest.
It was quite obvious that I request the true names of all 'sources'3 with aliases found in the
'classified' dossier compiled over 41 years, between 1948 and 1989, be identified and exposed as
well. Nearly 160 informers and accusers were found in the 8 volumes compiled on my father. To be
honest, I could identify the majority of informers myself, even without the help of the competent
Romanian authority. 4 Following my separate request, the CNSAS started to identify (expose) the
true, 'civil' identity of informers directed on Abodi slowly, in groups or one by one. Several aliases
have been exposed since then.

Covers of the dossiers of Abodi files (issued by C.N.S.A.S. in 2013) and Abodi's studio in Deák Ferenc street (Kolozsvár)

In the following pages I will try to give an objective and authentic portray of Abodi based on
the Securitate documents made available to me. I will also point out the typical characteristics,
actions and unwaveringly maintained principles that made him so hated and dangerous to the
regime conceived in superstitious and unquestionable beliefs, ignorance, frustration and sheer
dread, that ultimately convinced the party state to deploy the full arsenal of its intelligence in order
to destroy, discredit, compromise, isolate and intimidate Abodi. Paradoxically, the human
behaviours and properties consistently criminalized and stigmatized by the political terror agency
are, without exception, positive features, consequently the intention to accuse and abuse Abodi
apparently has an opposite effect: a strange praise indeed.

THE CARDINAL SIN OF ABODI: SIMPLY HUNGARIAN

2

The material disclosed by the C.N.S.A.S. on Béla Abodi Nagy is apparently incomplete. The temporal and
logical continuity and link is often interrupted, and there are no traces of major cases, events and figures in
Abodi's life.
3
The jargon of the Securitate calls informants as sources ( ‘sursá’=source).
4
I was living in my hometown, Cluj until 1988, and knew both the majority and minority cultural life of
Romania and, more importantly, of Cluj as well as all of the more and less prominent figures of secondary and
higher art education. I was easy to conclude from dates and context of reports or the features and handwriting
of informants as well as from authentic sources available to me (my Father's diaries and agendas).
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Abodi's Hungarian and Transylvanian identity was as deeply rooted, natural and humane as
it could be. Since it is an irrefutable fact that the Hungarians of Transylvania are threatened not only
in their identity, but also in their physical existence; that for 100 years the primary objective of the
'nation state' strategy has been to permanently destroy their heritage, values and all traces of them
(just as it was carried out with spectacular effectiveness in the case of Transylvanian Saxons 5 and
Swabians as well as Jews in the 1970's as an initial operation of this strategy), the only healthy
biological and intellectual reaction could be to take a resistive and defensive stance and develop an
even stronger faith. As it is generally accepted in much less vital cases of identity. The stronger the
character and consciousness of individual (or the community) is, the deeper and persistent his roots
are and the stronger his resistance is. This is particularly the case when he is forced to unnatural
distortion or, even so, self-destruction.
Abodi's identity was confident, well-grounded and deeply rooted, hence he both had a
healthy Hungarian and Transylvanian identity. He lived in this identity naturally and confidently, just
as much he did with his humanity, sex, religion or Europeanism. His consciousness of identity was
never targeted against other nations, namely Romanians. He knew well the history of his own
people and of Transylvania. He had an exemplary knowledge of Romanian culture, history and
traditions of its people as well. Accordingly, he demanded the same kind of respect from others
towards him. He was unbiased in one's intellectual quality; he recognized, loved and supported
exceptional talents without discrimination of any kind. It is an acknowledged fact, even in sneaky
Securitate conspiracy schemes, that Abodi had personal and professional relationship, based on
mutual respect and trust, with numerous fine Romanian artists. 6 It is also quite obvious from tapped
conversations (wiretapped by Securitate) that he could keep his temper even with the persons
conducting a negative campaign against him: he treated their personal flaws separate from their
artistic qualities and talents. Abodi had no traces of chauvinism. It was well-known that Abodi's wife
was a woman of German origin and the spouses of his two children are also of different
nationalities. 7 However, his thoughts on Transylvania were that of a reasonable Hungarian (or an
educated and humanitarian Romanian). He despised and openly rejected the aggressive antiminorities policy made official by the regime. He felt strong contempt against and rejected the
primitive and chauvinistic dictatorship of Ceausescu together with all of its deformed manifestations.

5

Between 1950 and 1982 the number of Saxon migrants was 130,151. In 1989 the Saxon population was
95,000 (40% of the population in 1910). Between 1991 and 1992 another 75,000 people left the country.
According to the data of the Saxon evangelical bishopric, the number of Saxons reduced to 14,770. (Wikipedia)
After World War II 400,000 people of German origin were living in Romania, who were considered as the allies
of Hitler, then looted and oppressed by the communist regime. In the Ceausescu era 225,000 ethnic Germans
living in Romania migrated to West Germany, for whom the German state paid a fixed amount per capita, a
German radio station recalled. (http://hvg.hu/vilag/20130428_Nemetek_Romania_kivandorlas)
6
Can also be seen in the material of the Securitate: Abodi had close friendship with prominent Romanian
artists, including Petru Feier, Aurel Ciupe and Corneliu Baba. He also loved his professor in Bucharest, Camil
Ressu, see Abodi's confessions in Andor Bajor: Abodi Nagy Béla or in A jövő fénye, a portrait film directed by
Sára Szakács.
7

His son-in-law, Papadopoulos Andonis, painter is Greek, and his daughter-in-law, Georgeta Stoica Nagy is
Romanian.
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ABODI, THE TEACHER AND LEADING ACADEMIC FIGURE

Professors of University of Fine and Applied Arts (1952-1953)

Abodi was determined to keep fighting for an institutional bilingualism in Transylvania by
putting his authority and reputation as a head of department and senior teacher into the scales and,
if needed, even using his connections. He fought perseveringly for some decades primarily for the
bilingual status 8 of the Academy of Fine Arts of Kolozsvár (Cluj) and a proportionate ratio of
nationalities among teachers as well as students. Accordingly, he always stood strenuously against
the exclusion of Hungarian artists from the Romanian and Cluj-centred artistic life. Was this battle
unreasonable, or even 'separatist', chauvinistic and irredentist? Was Abodi struggling with
phantoms? Not at all! By today the openly exclusive and discriminative aspirations of the nation
state have been achieved by brute force. Bilingualism has completely disappeared from the state
artist education in Kolozsvár (Cluj), and Hungarian teachers have become rare exceptions. 9(All the
aggressive, chauvinistic and exclusive operations carried out at numerous Transylvanian universities
after 1990 are known) 10
Naturally, Abodi spoke to his Hungarian students in Hungarian. The exercises, evaluations
and assessments were performed in Romanian. He corrected his Romanian students in their mother8

.Annexes: Béla Abodi Nagy: About the Romanian Hungarian Higher Education of Fine Arts (short information),
Cluj, 1997 – digitalized manuscript, MEMORANDUM on the Hungarian Higher Education of Fine Arts (a
document written by Abodi and signed by 17 teachers, which is a recurring element in Securitate reports and
assessments. The schizophrenic role of one signatory called ‘MAIER’ is quite poignant
9
http://www. uad. ro/web/ro/Colegiul_profesoral/
10
http://erdely.ma/dokumentum.php?id=101233 or: http://bolyai.eu/ervek.php?m=3
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tongue, while Hungarian students were corrected in Hungarian. This was received with suspicion and
annoyance by some youngsters, mainly coming from the territory of the Regat (Romanian Old
Kingdom). The deceitful and whispering propaganda of the Securitate was intentionally relying on
and strengthening this atavistic phobia. 11 It is a proven fact that many voluntary and forced
informants and provocateurs were present among the students in all grades, departments and
classes, who whispered the pre-fabricated gossips and lies with more or less fervour. The essence of
the 'legend' 12 created and perpetuated by the Securitate was that Abodi is a cursed Hungarian
nationalist and irredentist, who deeply despises the national traditions of Romanian art, forces the
nationalist traditions of the 'Budapest school' on Romanian students, and even demands that
'Hungarian features and characteristics' be applied in portrayals. That he promotes and mentors
Hungarian students to the detriment of Romanian students. However, at the same time he
sabotages the 'principles' of party art and supports Western formalist and abstractionist efforts.
In truth, Abodi loved, supported and protected all talented, hard-working and decent
students regardless of their nationalities. He never become good pals or fraternized with his
students and always maintained the traditional form of the teacher–student relationship intact,
which was often seen by the youth as sternness. Accordingly, Abodi never aspired for cheap
popularity, therefore, the administrative battles he fought in the best interest of his pupils were
never became known to those for whom he spoke up. A series of Securitate reports and charges
document how he prevented sanctioning, disqualification or exclusion operations and how he did
everything in his power to defend the youngsters at threat. The secret agency employed the usual
methods of discrediting and isolation: with lies spread by infiltrated persons the agency turned and
incited the students and fellow teachers against Abodi. 13

Reports of some students recruited by the Securitate and handwritten remarks of the Securitate officers

11

Permanent obsession of the Securitate throughout the eight-volume material.
In the jargon of the Securitate the ‘Legend’ is part of the misinformation toolkit: a made-up story, which can
be later used as a pretence of the an action or combination.
13
There are several cases, where the forty-year-long deceitful deception has effects lasting up to our days.
Many are still earnest Abodi-phobics. The case of K.D., painter, is amusing, since he was living in the delusion
that A. hated and hindered him in his carrier. The facts are quite the opposite: A. respected, liked and defended
him. This can be read out from a report and a charge. I was also repeatedly faced with and wondered at the
bizarre after-effects of the Securitate's work, when I met with the students of my Father.
12
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Abodi was a brave man. His bravery was not only originating from his soul, but also from his
well-established knowledge and an enlightened world view. He fought bravely and honestly for
justice, spoke out openly what he was thinking. He wrote down and got across his observations,

Reports of informers about Abodi's actions in order to save the slandered and pursued students: the "Plasticienii" and the
14
case
of
student
Kuti
D.

suggestions, objections and critics to the decision makers. He sought supporters to join the cause.
He often turned to the press and publicity, and spoke up even in the most hostile environments. He
never tried to evade conflicts. What would have been the feelings of cowards, traitors, kneelers and
voluntary betrayers? What would have the fanatics of this hate religion felt? Hatred and instinctive
aversion. In fact, many disliked him, and the Securitate could base a strategy on this. 14 The courage,
strong sense of justice, proud Székely nature and unquestionable intellectual advantage irritated
many. The reports of informants often characterized him as arrogant and condescending. In fact, his
tone of voice was frequently crude, impatient, sarcastic and outright scornful when faced with
controversy. We was unable to hold back his contempt towards spineless people or those trying to
destroy his community and nation. Abodi was a disciplined man both in his private and professional
life, however, he was throwing bolts of lightning with anger at such people. On the other hand he
was characterized by traditional good manners, chivalry, politeness, helpfulness, unselfishness and
empathy towards unfortunate and poor people. He was marveled by talent and it sometimes made
him forget that fineness in the arts does not necessarily mean a good character. The records and
reports of Securitate confirm that he stood up for his colleagues and students attacked and
threatened by the system, and struggled to defend them from any political retaliation. 15 Abodi
equally demanded determined and principled work, diligence and professionalism in arts, teaching
14

The cliché of the ceaseless fight between ‘good’ and ‘evil’ is consistently presented in my Father's surveillance
dossier. Yes, the dignified always triggers the same reaction of hatred from the depraved.
15
See reports and charges of the Securitate on Abodi's behaviour regarding the revolution of 1956. The vase of
convicted university students. See the case of university students defamed and dismissed between 1981 and
1985.
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and technical training. He was a severe educator and a demanding leader. He expected precision,
appropriate and reliable behavior, order and discipline in the life of the institute. Naturally, students,
employees and colleagues who were lazy, frivolous and disrespectful of the profession saw a mortal
enemy and a slave-driver. Well, the secret agency recruited its most assiduous and squalid informers
from the untalented good-for-nothings. 16.....................................................................................
PUBLIC LIFE OF ABODI. THE ASSOCIATION OF FINE ARTISTS AND THE PRESS
While Abodi firmly believed that the Creator loves his children equally, he was ‘elitist’ when
knowledge and talent were considered. He could not stand dilettantism coming from ignorance, lack
of education and foolishness, especially its aggressive forms. Although Abodi was a supporter of
social pluralism, he did not believe in the relativity of values, and knew that there is a hierarchical
order in cultural values and in intellectual works and achievements. He was convinced that only
expertise, high qualification and technical practice combined with intelligence and openness serve as
a guide in this complex labyrinth. He was well aware of the historical, social and political
determination and poor condition of Eastern European, Romanian and Transylvanian (primarily
Transylvanian–Hungarian) art, art world, official and public taste. As well as its intensity and often
provincialism caused by isolation and oppression. However, it was a deep-seated conviction of his,
that despite its heavy chains and artificial limitations, the Transylvanian spirit created and could
create numerous life achievements of universal value. 17 Of course, the circumstances of that time
did not allow for an authentic and creditable art critic profession in Transylvania. In these adverse
decades there was no academic and professional art historian and art critic education. Even less so
in Hungarian. With a few exceptions, the cultural media and local art-critical columns were
dominated by the amateurism or the controlled bias of history teachers and self-proclaimed poets.
In fact Abodi has offended many and treaded on the undoubted self-esteem of critics... It should be
noted, however, that he was throwing bolts of lightning not for himself, but for his fellow guild
members. As the Securitate protocols, reports and voluntary charges of informants irrefutably
prove, the Romanian press and, in particular, the Hungarian cultural media was filled with
undercover agents, informants as well as specialized, cowardly and unprincipled people and
compulsive traitors. 18
The material of the Securitate vividly demonstrates the vile and fascist campaign conducted
over four decades by the Party and its terrorist organizations against virtually all sincere
manifestations of free art and creative self-expression. Especially in order to suppress all major
national artists. Every artist displaying a Hungarian identity was treated as reactionary and
irredentist political criminal elements undermining the unity of Romania and working against state
security. The command was to ‘isolate, compromise, discredit as a human and as an artist and turn
16

The art students, who were reasonably disciplined and ‘degraded’ and consequently were offended and
envious to the most talented fellow students, were easy targets. The Securitate psychology is simple and
effective.
17
E.g. Painting of István Nagy, Sándor Szolnay, etc.
18
The reasons of an offendedness maintained even to our days can be found in the documents. How did the
Hungarian art critics offended in their pride avenged themselves? The tool of revenge is evident: the sword of
the Securitate.
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people against each other.’ Professional art life (and fight for subsistence) took place in the
institutional framework of the Association of Fine and Industrial Artists and the Foundation for Arts.
The party-state power-enforcement organizations, services and authorities wanted to keep these
organizations under total control. Using a wide range of instruments spanning from manipulation,
intimidation, blackmailing, obstructing, corrupting, defamation, diversion, elimination and through
an army of informants and agents doing their job painstakingly. 19
Abodi's struggle in relation with the Association focused on the following:
1. Preserving the organizational and professional autonomy of the professional association
and achieve that its competence is widely recognized.
2. Value-based operation. Averting external influences from the regime and repelling efforts
to control it centrally.
3. A morally sound and clean economic operation.
4. Bilingualism. Respect and non-discrimination of artists of Hungarian and other origin
(fairness in terms of exhibition opportunities, prizes, travel options, purchasing and ordering works
of art, proportionate distribution of seats in the management and committee as well as bilingualism
or multilingualism in the publications of the institute, e.g. respecting the correct orthography of the
names of people from minorities).
In this fight Abodi's allies were older and younger colleagues, Hungarians and Romanians
alike.

20

"Ioachim Udriște, the overzealously reporting journalist

19

After reviewing the Abodi files, it is easy to have an optical illusion that this half of the artists of Kolozsvár
(Cluj) watched the other and vice versa, and meanwhile all of them were working hard on their reports.
20
Aurel Ciupe, Gábor Miklóssy, Petru Feier, Tibor Cs. Erdős, András Kós, Zoltán Kovács, Imre Nagy, László Tóth,
Zoltán Andrássy and others. The slanders of the Securitate found fertile soil in the highly and diversely divided
‘artist world’ of Cluj, which displayed them as an interest group.
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Their attempts were regarded by the secret agency, party organizations and chauvinist groups, who
instinctively rejected all expressions of Hungarians, as an irredentist and horthyst conspiracy against
the unquestionable primacy and superiority of Romanian culture and traditions. The diversion
controlled by the Securitate achieved its objective and the fierce and self-destructive wrangle
between rival Romanian groups for the bones immediately commenced (and is still going on), and
eventually the Hungarian members were successfully deceived, divided and marginalized.
Abodi rarely exhibited in the dawn of the 1980's. However, the paintings created in this period were
among his most polished artistic and humane confessions characterized by captivating expressivity
and staggering honesty, which bear witness to this age, the feelings towards the motherland and
individual fates. He confined himself to his studio, painted and did not let anyone close to himself.
The agents continued listening intensively to the noises and clatters of creating.

Many members of the Association of Fine and Applied Artists (UAP) reported for the Securitate

1974: the 'sinful' idea of founding an independent professional association (guild)
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(After the changes of 1989 in Romania, Abodi and his friends 21—members prior to 1945—
reorganized and restarted the Miklós Barabás Guild 22, and Abodi was appointed as the honorary
president of it. Unfortunately, the sad story goes on. Today, plotters trained before 1989 and some
offended geniuses have joined up and spread their corrupt propaganda within the Miklós Barabás
Guild, however, now this has been happening in a ‘democratic’ environment. Abodi's funeral in Cluj
was practically boycotted by the Guild and failed to offer its condolences. Only two Romanian artists
have risen to speak. 23 Why is that?)

Abodi: Catastrophe, 1988, oil on wooden plate, 80x100 cm

Abodi: Where?, 1991, oil on canvas, 66x92,2 cm

ABODI, THE PAINTER
What kind of an artist is portrayed in the documents of the Securitate? According to
informants' reports, charges and minutes of interrogations and internal submissions of the
Securitate, Abodi was a skilled, learned and remarkable artist and academic teacher, who was a
formalist and followed a path conflicting socialist art and the principles of the Party. He was a very
intelligent, cunning and careful person, who often succeeded in deceiving the ‘established
comrades’ with his works of art, making them believe that he is following the appropriate policy and
abandoned his destructive efforts pursued prior to 1945, as a result he was given the highest
recognition, the state prize, twice. This can be read in the strictly confidential internal report of the
agency: Abodi had great national success with his work of art, but in truth he deceived our ‘Party
and Government’ by deluding the vigilence of the authority Abodi was awarded the title ‘Laureat al
Premiului de Stat’ for the first time for his picture, ‘Fónagy elfogatása’ (‘Capturing Fónagy’) in 1953.
21

András Kós and Zoltán Andrásy. The documents of refounding were written by Abodi. I can hold his
manuscripts in my hands. After passing away without heirs, Zoltán Andrásy left his apartment to the Miklós
Barabás Guild. The current headquarters was provided through an exchange contract with the Cluj Reformed
Church.
22
http://hu.wikipedia.org/wiki/Barab%C3%A1s_Mikl%C3%B3s_C%C3%A9h
23
loan Horvath-Bugnariu, graphic artist, president of the Association of Fine and Industrial artists, university
teacher and Teodor Botis, painter and teacher of the university of fine arts.
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(The large composition depicts a dramatic scene, when the secret policemen of Siguranta rush on
János Fónagy hiding in a semi-lit— chiaroscuro—room in 1923 24). Both the secret agency and the
Romanian artistic public opinion knew well that this picture was not about how Fónay was captured,
but how Dr. Géza Nagy, Abodi's brother was kidnapped by the Securitate. 25

Abodi Nagy Béla: Criticism, 1954, oil on canvas, 100x150 cm

Abodi Nagy Béla: Arrest of Fónagy, 1953, oil on canvas,
140x170 cm, National Museum, Bucharest

According to accusations, his composition entitled ‘Kritika’ (‘Critics’), for which he received his
second recognition in 1954, essentially denied the justification of ideological critics and party
discipline, and showed solidarity with those who were criticized and had a divergent ideology. Later,
referring to charges of the political police, ‘expert assessments‘, reports of informants and gossips,
he states that the people reading newspaper at the firewall in his picture ‘Olvasók’ (‘Readers’)
painted in 1956, at the time of the Hungarian revolution of 1956, are actually local ‘counterrevolutionist’, who are excitedly browsing the newspapers looking for a secret sign, ready for action.
The next denounced picture was entitled ‘Tárgyalás’ (‘Trial’) painted in 1957, which were seen by the
secret agency as a work of Abodi created under influence of the show trial 26 of art students of
Kolozsvár (Cluj) arrested and convicted in the days of the Hungarian ‘counter-revolution’ for
‘pursuing anti-communist and anti-state anarchic activities’. The reports of the Securitate tell us that
Abodi, together with Gábor Miklóssy, ostentatiously attended the full trial, was overtly ‘crying’ when
the youngsters were convicted, spoke up for their innocence both at the university and in public and
tried to advocate in their favour. The dramatic pictures of 1957, namely ‘Menekülők’ (‘Runaways’) or
‘Elválás’ (‘Parting’), also clear demonstrations of Abodi's counter-revolutionist and reactionary
24

János Fónagy (Margitta, 19 October 1900 – 3 March 1929, Cîmpina) - editor. He took part in the struggles of
the Hungarian Soviet Republic, then after emigrating to Vienna and Prague he participated in the illegal
workers' movement in Arad, Satu Mare, Timisoara and Oradea From 1923 he was a regular contributor of the
journal ‘Munkás’ (‘Worker’) and editor of ‘Új Harcos’ (‘New Fighter’) of the Young Communist League. Several
of his articles were published in the Herald of Timisoara and in the journal ‘Periszkóp’ of Arad. In 1926 he was
sentenced to five years in prison for editing illegal communist publications. He died in the torturings suffered in
the Dofteana Prison on the bed of the prison infirmary. Mass demonstrations in Timisoara were prevented by
the police by force.
25
Dr. Nagy Géza, http://hu.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nagy_Géza_(művelődésszervező)
http://adatbank.transindex.ro/html/alcim_pdf1889.pdf
26
After the student union meeting organized for 23 October 1956 at the College of Fine Arts, Imre Balázs,
Frigyes Walter and Vid Tirnován art students were detained and convicted.
http://www.3szek.ro/load/cikk/53969/fohajtas_1956_erdelyi_martirjai_elott
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sentiments. Moreover, the canvas exhibited still in 1957 with the title ‘Részegek’ (‘Drunkards’)
depicting people laying under a wall in a state of delirium is an obvious and open counterrevolutionist propaganda.27 Bull's eye! In fact, Abodi, just as in all aspects of his life, was looking for
justice at this time as well. In summary of the forty-one-year-long period with an influence to our
present, the specialized agents and easily recognizable ‘artist’ and ‘art critic’ informants as well as
notorious accusers of the Securitate bombarded Abodi's art with the following ‘appraisals’ (= false
accusations):
1. 'He is a formalist, who distances himself from ideological norms and standards and follows
a Western reactionary path.'
2. 'He is a nationalist character following the decadent ways of the ‘Budapest school’, takes a
clearly opposite stance towards the traditions of Romanian art. He despises Romanian art and
considers it inferior.' 28
3. 'His art is non-figurative, abstract, ‘lacking any content’, ... coded.'
4. 'In other parts his monumental and decorative efforts are qualified as chauvinist,
nationalist and anti-Romanian, where the depicted human types have a provokingly Hungarian
feature and their stylized apparel is conspicuously Hungarian.'
5. 'Later, Abodi demonstratively boycotted official exhibitions, and his paintings carried an
adverse political and nationalist message.'
It is important to note that Abodi was open and receptive in arts. He rejected dilettantish
criteria brought in from outside arts and any lay requirements for a work of art. Traditions and local
peculiarities were important to him, provided that these were of universal value. A work of art is not
an illustrative figure. For instance, the presence any national or ideological themes essentially show
us something about the human behaviour of the artist, but has nothing to do with the quality of that
piece of art. The theme or subject of the artwork and the grandeur of its idealism are underlying
rather than exclusive quality elements of a complex, unified and autonomous system of correlations.
Abodi was open and receptive in his views on an artistic language of form, style, creative behaviour
or trends, and was an seeking, struggling and experimenting artist himself. The work of art and
masterpiece valid in its own right fascinated him and respected and loved its creator regardless of
age, trend of style, gender, religion, race or nationality. The narrow-sighted and spiteful reports of
the Securitate demonstrate how unbiased Abodi was when the products of Romanian artists were
considered. His respected and beloved master was Camil Ressu from Bucharest, and his much-loved
colleagues included recognized Romanian and Hungarian artists. 29

27

In 1957 the ‘Drunkards’ had two versions. The version exhibited in 1957 and spurring great disconcertment
was darker, gloomier and had a more realist view, while the second one is a dramatic–expressive work painted
with dynamic brushwork and colouring.
28
It is a recurring accusation that e.g. the art of the ‘national painter’ Ciucurencu was, on several occasions,
regarded as ‘fondant’ depictions. In fact Abodi liked the more significant painting of Camil Ressu and Corneliu
Baba.
29
In Abodi ‘A jövő fénye‘ (‘The light of the future’) (film director: Sára Szakács, camera: Tamás Nemescsói,
Hungarian film, documentary film Duna Television. 28 min.) or the monograph of Andor Bajor (Andor, Bajor,
1986). Béla Abodi Nagy: Bucharest: Kriterion) also tells about this.
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Abodi's literary and written works are yet to be processed, understood and assessed. It is
well-known that in the mid-1930's he debuted as a talented novelist in grammar school and
published for some years in Transylvanian Hungarian literary journals. And his papers on the
profession were published in the Hungarian-speaking press in Romania after 1948. Abodi's up-todatedness, education, erudition and remarkable writing skills were widely known and generally
recognized. He was expected to open exhibitions as well as praise and bid farewell to his
colleagues. 30 Nothing shows better his connection to literature than his rich and successful graphic
artist and book illustrator works: he illustrated and designed covers to classic and contemporary
Hungarian, Romanian and international authors. He maintained close and trustful relationship with
several prominent figures of Hungarian-speaking Transylvanian literature and professionals of the
publishing industry.

Abodi: Trial, 1957, oil on canvas, 67x81 cm

Abodi: Drunk 2, 1957, oil on canvas, 59,7x78,7 cm

Abodi: Separation, 1955, oil on canvas, 74x65 cm

Abodi: Chased, 1956, oil on canvas

30

His recognized painter friends and fellow artists requested and expected Abodi to open their exhibitions, then
publish his competent views, analyses and assessments. The farewell speech of late prominent figures of the
profession were similarly delivered by him. The fate of K. T., painter (1919–1962) was especially tragic: after his
suicidal the entire profession distanced itself from him, and the rector ordered not to hang the black flag onto
the facade of the Institute, only Abodi had a speech at his funeral. The very same necrology was published in
the press. Similarly, the opening speech of K.T.'s commemorative exhibition was held by Abodi. At the same
time I am sad to read K.T.'s ‘friendly’ writings on Abodi in the Securitate's material. (The notes will make
another reference to Tibor Kádár, who was considered a true friend by Abodi all the time.)
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ABODI, PERSONAL
The Securitate and high-ranking political leaders consider the entire background,
socialization, family, origin, religion, education, early attempts in public life, merely criminal. For 41
years they were untiringly spreading their infernal lies through the deliberate falsification and
manipulation of information relating to him.
Abodi's descendants were self-assured Székely lower nobles, both his relatives on the side of
both his father and mother were educated Calvinists and pastors up to many generations. His father
was a notable teologist, university teacher and church historian educated at the universities of
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Western Europe. 31 One of his brothers was a well-known minorities politician, educational politician
and pedagogist reviled, imprisoned and driven to death.[24] His other brother was a Calvinist pastor,
church writer and dean.32 Abodi's sister lives in Budapest since 1942.

Family tree of Abodi Nagy

Abodi Nagy Béla with his parents and siblings, Kolozsvár, 1939

The ‘object’, as he was called in the documents of the Securitate 33, took part in the scout movement
as the student of the Reformist College of Kolozsvár (Cluj). Just as he participated in obligatory
Romanian ‘premilitar’ 34 summer exercises. Until 1940 he was a student of the Painting Department
of the Belle Arte Academy of Fine Arts in Bucharest under the guidance of Camil Ressu, also he was a
dweller of the Hungarian Calvinist Dormitory in Bucharest and one of the main organizers of
Hungarian student life in Bucharest.35 He continued his studies in painting as a student of István
Szőnyi in Budapest, then studied in the master-level program as well. However, at the Association of
Székely University Students, he also organized the accreditation and equivalence matters of
Transylvanian university students coming from Bucharest. 36 In 1941 he was the coordinator of the
research on the villages of Transylvania, in Csíkmenaság conducted by four groups of college
students from Budapest. He met his later wife, Éva Klára Teutch, as a grammar-school student in

31

http://hu.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nagy_Géza_(lelkész_1887)
http://hu.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nagy_István_egyházi_író)
33
‘Object’, that is, the object of surveillance, namely Abodi. The alias of the ‘object’ is ‘NAGHEL’ in the
surveillance dossier.
34
Pregătire militară obligatorie organizată în România, înainte de cel de-al doilea război mondial, pentru tinerii
între 18 și 21 de ani = Obligatory military training organized in Romania between the two World Wars for
young men from 18 to 21.
35
http://www.hargitakiado.ro/cikk.php?a=MzYy, http://hu.wikipedia.org/wiki/Koós_Ferenc_Kör
36
There are many inaccurate references to Abodi being the president or vice president of SZEFHE (Association
of University and College Students of Székely Land). As far as I know, he assisted the equivalence arrangements
of Transylvanian university students with the authorization of the government in a separate office. http://hu.
wikipedia.org/wiki/SZEFHE
32
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Abodi, art university student in Budapest

Abodi and his wife, Teutsch Éva Klára, 1940

Abodi, Signal Corps

Abodi, Signal Corps

Kolozsvár (Cluj), who also became the student of the Budapest College of Fine Arts. 37 They married
in 1942, and she gave birth to two daughters in 1943 and 1944. Abodi is a member of the Miklós
Barabás Guild from 1941, where he is arranging exhibitions in Budapest, Kolozsvár (Cluj) and other
places. The young talent was noticed in Budapest, he had financial and moral successes, and he was
honoured by purchases from the state. In 1943 he was drafted into the army, and as an officer
candidate serving his year in the ranks he was given a radiomanbroadcaster training in Szászfenes.
He was called to service in the field in 1944. He was wounded in the fights near Lake Balaton, then in
1945 he fell into captivity at the Soviets as an officer candidate. He had never pulled the trigger of
this weapon due to his rank. In 1948 he was held captive in several Soviet prison camps. Here, the
People's Commissariat for Internal Affairs confiscated all of his drawings, sketches and his diary
recording his days of captivity, then he was brought to trial on the count of spying. Fortunately the
37

Abodi prepared a study on the ‘szuszéks’ (Hungarian folk furniture) of Csíkmenaság richly illustrated with
drawings and photographs, while his later wife, Éva Teutsch, painting student studied the embroidery of
Csíkmenaság (recollections of Lukács Zárug, architect, in the paper of Jenő Murádin:
http://www.hargitakiado.ro/cikk.php?a=MzYy) In 1942 the entire material was deposited at the Museum of
Hungarian Folk Art, then later parts of it were illegally ‘used’.
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Abodi: A drawing from the rescued drawing folder: Temporary war prisoner camp in Jánosháza, 1945

Children of Abodi: Anna, Zsófia, Klára and Géza

court settles that these are works of art (художник), and he got away from punishment. However,
his portfolio of drawings and his tools were destroyed. After his release he returned to Kolozsvár
(Cluj), and became a graphical artist of an agricultural journal 38, the administrative director and later
an instructor of the Institute of Hungarian Arts. He became head of department and then senior
teacher at the College of Fine Arts established later. His son, born in 1950, died in tragic
circumstances. In 1951 his third daughter, then in 1954 his son was born. His wife's wealthy family
became tormented and scattered by the storms of history, and eventually lost its assets. In 1950 the
Foundation for Arts assigns a studio to Abodi. Emil Wollheimer, the renowned surgeon was living in
a downtown apartment, which was originally the property of Jewish families, but became
nationalized, together with his wife Lili Faludy, who were the survivors of the Holocaust. This was
the period of ‘co-tenancies’ and prohibition of private practices: Abodi became co-tenant with the
38

Falvak Népe, http://hu.wikipedia.org/wiki/Falvak_Népe
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Wollheimer couple. What started as an involuntary relationship later evolved into a true and close
friendship. The Securitate believes that Abodi's studio is a venue of plots against the state and
Romania and secret meetings, agents break in and wiretap this place from early on.
Abodi maintains his relations with his former fellow-students at the gymnasium, university of
Bucharest and Budapest as well as fellow-soldiers and those who were also held in captivity, and he
gains numerous new friends as well. However, he also has plenty of enemies.
Abodi was characterized by unconditional love and loyalty to his wife, parents and siblings as well as
unwavering devotion to his children..............................................................................................
THE SECURITATE SCENARIO: CHARACTER ASSASINATION
In its next series of strictly confidential action plans the Securitate was spreading fabricated
charges on Abodi:
1. These included allegations that Abodi came from a nationalist, Hungarist, clericalist and
reactionary family. His upbringing was in accordance with these affiliations, thus his belief was
genetically predetermined. His older brother was a dangerous political criminal and convict.
2. His wife was the descendant of a German Hitlerist and plutocrat family, her siblings and
relatives, who served in the Wehrmacht, fled to West Germany. 39 Later, his widow mother-in-law
also emigrated.
3. Abodi was the member of the ‘Hortist’ Scout Movement as a child. 40
4. Abodi, as the president of the SZEFHE (Association of University and College Students of
Székely Land)[35], in Budapest was going about in traditional Hungarian ceremonial attire as a highspirited salasist, and held inflammatory, chauvinistic and irredentist speeches. 41
5. As a Hortist officer 42 he treated his subordinate soldiers brutishly, threatened the hesitant
and less eager with being shot in the head. He ‘reportedly’ kicked a Jewish young man down from
the train in Székely Land. 43
39

No one in Teutsch Éva's (Abodi's wife) family(https://www.facebook.com/pages/Teutsch-ÉvaKlára/370759829604544) was either a nazi or soldier of the ‘Hitlerist’ army. Her father, Dr Ernst Fridrich
Teutsch was a Hungarian senior civil servant and lawyer before the Treaty of Trianon, who refused to take the
Romanian civil servants' oath. He had a private lawyer practice, the majority of his fortune was lost in the Great
Depression, died in 1952 in Cluj. Éva's brother, Ernst was a medical student at the time of the war, then became
a medical assistant in Vienna, then chief medical officer in Germany; her sister Hertha, who was taken to the
Soviet Union as a young teacher had a severe accident as a forced labourer in a coal mine, however, she was
saved by the International Red Cross as a dying person, etc.
40
http://hu.wikipedia.org/wiki/Magyar_cserkészet; http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Scouting
41
Abodi hated and despised the Hungarian Nazi movement and Szálasi both as a student and as a soldier, he
was critical about Horthy, but was a devotee of Pál Teleki, who he even met personally. He knew László
Bárdossy from his the time of being an ambassador in Bucharest. Abodi was never going about in traditional
Hungarian ceremonial attire, but had a laceless black ceremonial Bocskai suit, but never delivered chauvinistic
speeches.
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6. As a result of experiences gained in the Soviet Union he was ‘cunningly’ concealing his
true belief and playing out adeptly the vigilance of the Party and the authorities ever since his return
to Romania.
7. He was a plotter, who, together with his similarly chauvinistic, nationalist and irredentist
fellows , aspired to seize, control and adversely influence the artist higher education of Kolozsvár
(Cluj) in order to unilaterally make the Hungarian characteristics prevalent in the institutional party
politics. He despised and deemed Romanian art inferior, sabotaged Romanian cultural traditions,
acted in favor of his Hungarian students, discriminated with Romanian students (e.g. corrected them
in Hungarian) and taught in accordance with the guidelines of the ‘Budapest school’.
44

8. By controlling the associations of fine and applied arts (Association and Artist Fund) and
gaining key positions, he wanted to contribute to Hungarian nationalist efforts and interest. He was
organizing the machinations of ‘Hungarian nationalists’ together with his Hungarian or ‘proHungarian’ Romanian associates by hiding behind deceived and prestigious Romanian artists. 45 He
tried to enforce his own and his circle's financial and professional interests by taking hold of
managerial positions and board memberships. (Hampering Romanian or non-loyal artists by
diverting orders, jurying or pricings.)
9. Abodi was rich and sold his works of art in full secrecy and got paid a fortune for them.
10. Abodi had a counter-revolutionary approach: he ostentatiously declared solidarity with
and defended university students convicted in 1956 by excusing them. 46

42

Abodi had never been in Székely Land during his years as a soldier. He had good and comradely relationships
with his fellow soldiers in the signal unit: the squadron he led by him had five members and they moving with
two signalling vehicles. These dangerous accusations got into Abodi's ears. He found out who are the spreaders
and sources of these accusations, then approached them and faced them with these accusations and
demanded that they withdraw their lies. These are covered in the Securitate's material.

43
44

The close–loose circle of friends and guild members, Abodi, Zoltán Kovács, Tibor Cs. Erdős, Zoltán Andrássy,
András Kód, Ciupe Aurel, Petru Feier..., supplemented with Romanians and Hungarians alike, were accused.
Absolute nonsense!
45
In the Securitate's material primarily Aurel Ciupe, painter, is covered, who had a Hungarian wife and spoke
Hungarian fluently and gladly.
46
This was a truly well-grounded, but dangerous accusation. Later, Abodi still spoke up for his colleagues and
students, who got into trouble and danger in terms of politics. The Securitate always communicated this in
accordance with its current interests.
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11. Abodi influenced the results of entrance exams through his nationalist bias. 47..................
ACTION PLANS OF THE SECURITATE BETWEEN 1948–1989
1. Permanent, 24-hour-long surveillance, following and wiretapping of Abodi. Installing
tapping devices in Abodi's workplace and studio. Tapping his home telephone. Intrusion into,
searching and mapping his studio in his absence as well as taking photos of it. Regular visits by
‘wired’ collaborating acquaintances and initiating provocative conversations, TO. 48

2. Coordination of Abodi's case at the highest level. Providing information and directions to
the leadership of the central party and secret agency. Cooperation with other local headquarters.
3. Environmental studies. Precise filtering, monitoring, blackmailing and recruitment of
Abodi's relatives, neighbours of his studio and home, colleagues, acquaintances and friends.

47

The Securitate could never blackmail Abodi, to its greatest regret, due to his spotless morality. Abodi
‘modified’ the result of entrance exams only in one occasion. Namely, for the orphan of his colleague, the tragic
K.T.30, who had just fallen behind the admission rate. He used his reputation to convince the Ministry to
increase the number of admitted students with five, so the dreams of another five youngsters came true. When
his son was taking an entrance exam, Abodi went on a journey to avoid even the slightest appearance of
influencing. Consequently, he was rejected.

48

T.O. = Tehnica operativa, employing operative techniques, deploying microphones, wiretapping, taking
photos.
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Convincing and deploying potential informants. Artificially generating and utilizing the potential
hostility or envy of artist colleagues or fellow teachers and offended students in a targeted manner.
4. Forging and spreading slanderous gossips. Compromising, discrediting and deceiving.
Discrediting in and isolating him from the Hungarian community and intellectual class by spreading
lies.
5. Intimidating and breaking the ‘object’.
6. Two operations were designed to kidnap and remove Abodi to ‘work’ on him. The
Securitate's operation failed in both cases. 49
7. Producing or obtaining any evidence for ethically or morally condemnable facts about
him. Revealing any data referring to fixing entrance exams to the university or exhibition purchases
at least as the secret agency hoped. 50
8. Employing recruited persons, whose sole task was to carry out operative work around the
target.

51

9. Activating dual capacities of Abodi's university ‘superiors’ (rectors and deans). These
schizoid personalities, partly university instructors, leaders and recognized artists, partly voluntary
denunciators filled with hatred, were the sneaky and busy covert informants of the political terror
organization. One of them, who is particularly dishonorable, was a zealous informant under several
aliases. This person is also the most despicable traitor of all Hungarians in Transylvania. 52
10. Turning the Romanian and Hungarian press against him, capitalizing on opportunities
arising from existing conflicts. Challenging his artistic significance, ‘sowing the seeds’ in the public
opinion regarding his worthlessness.
11. Blackmailing with family members and potential discrediting. 53 Systematically making the
existence of his children impossible, and eliminating them from art life and education.[54]
13. A legion of informants: annex in the tables.

49

Abodi saw the trap and arrived with a witness to the meeting organized under the disguise of being official.
The order was to initiate action without witnesses, so the black car ready for ambush was driven away. The
background of the story is chilling in the Securiate's material.
50
Of course, the agents could not find anything at Abodi even after deploying the entire operational arsenal of
the secret agency. Even though he was closely monitored, followed and provoked in the course of the entrance
exams. Abodi naively believed for a long time that the rules and regulations of the entrance exam and the
integrity and professional commitment of his colleagues excluded any kind of manipulation. He found out only
much later that some people deceived him for decades. The corrupted and caught colleagues became the most
servile informants of the Securitate.
51
The Securitate employed its agent at the university called ‘STEFAN’ specifically to keep an eye on Abodi.
52
Its agent under the alias ‘MAIER’ can be easily identified. He worked against Abodi from 1961 to 1987, but it
is well-known that students, primarily Hungarians, were also among its targets.
53
The planned and systematic ruining of his children's carrier and livelihood, then expelling them from the
country can be proven and accurately traced in the documents. One of the action plans of the Securitate is
particularly perverted: they tried to discredit and isolate Abodi within the Transylvanian Hungarian intellectuals
by propagating the political position held by his son's the father-in-law.
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CONCLUSION, THE NATURE OF THE SECURITATE
This material of 3000 pages encompassing forty years, reveals the dogma of the Securitate. It
is a true revelation. The essence of this hate belief that lacked the slightest shade of doubt was
simple: Hungarians (and other minorities) in Romania must not have any minority, individual or
collective right at all. The nationality culture has no right to existence, and practicing national
traditions or the need for a nationality education is an act of hostility. The use of Hungarian language
is inadmissible in public, or in official situations or when it is the language spoken by the majority.
Bilingualism is forbidden in official documents, publications of institutes and the use of Hungarian
orthography in family and proper names is to be restricted. The ‘holiest’ mission of the Securitate
was to vanish all traces and the entire past of Hungarians. All elements of Hungarian history are
hostile and abominable. The main obstacle of a prosperous and flourishing Romanian nation is the
sheer existence of Hungarians.

Street observation photos of the Securitate ("filaj"). Abodi and his friends: Kovács Zoltán, Kós András, Bajor Andor, Petru
Feier, etc.
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Naturally, the Securitate was not only fighting this battle of hatred against Hungarians. Well,
yes, the Body was deeply anti-Semitic. No matter how loyal some of them are, the Securitate
obligatorily identifies, stigmatizes and criminalizes citizens of Jewish origin.
The consistent primitiveness and fanatism of the Securitate is shocking and recalls the lunacy
of the superstitious dark middle ages. It is inherently excluding, spiteful, evil-minded and paranoid.
Its premise is that the whole world is working in accordance with his vile mindset. (It is a saddening
fact that the bodies succeeding the Securitate are still thinking this way. The essence of Romanian
national politics is the same.)
Abodi never hid his belief, conviction and opinion. He acted openly and had a determined
way of thinking. He followed the instruction ‘Do not put the Lord your God to the test’. He was not a
suicidal type, his belief and loyalty could not be shaken or broken. Neither his loyalty to his own
humaneness, to his people, family, Europeanism, morality and professional conviction. One week's
surveillance could have been enough to come to know him. After 41 years the ‘operative body’ could
have ascertained: ‘Still the same, nothing changed with Abodi!’
Géza Nagy, Budapest, 15 March 2014

Abodi Nagy Béla: Composition II., 1966, oil on cardboard, 670x485 mm, Museum of Fine Arts, Nagyvárad, Romania
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